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Exile to Main Street: The I.R.S.’s Diminished Role in Overseeing Tax-
Exempt Organizations
What is a 501(c)(4), Anyway?
How is the IRS Supposed to Vet 501(c)(4) Groups, Anyway?
See id.
Id.
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Political Activity Limits and Tax Exemption: A Gordian’s Knot
See infra 
See infra 
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STATE LAW SOLUTIONS
A. Tax Exemption is Not the Issue 
See supra
See  and Taxable Entities: Will Taxable Entities Be the 
New Stealth Dark Money Campaign Organizations?
supra
The Legal Quagmire of IRC § 501(c)(4) Organizations and the Con-
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See Treasury, IRS Will Issue Proposed Guidance for Tax-Exempt Social Welfare Organiza-
tions
IRS Moves to Restrict Nonprofits’ Politicking
supra
Id.
Liberals vs. the IRS
Left and Right Object to I.R.S. Plan to Restrict Nonprofits’ Political Activity
IRS Update on the Proposed New Regulation on 501(c)(4) Organizations
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B. Federal Tax Law is Legally Weak 
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Is Income Tax Exemption for Charities a Subsidy?
See supra
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A. California 
Proposed Legislation Would Require Nonprofit Organizations Participating in California Political 
Campaigns to Disclose the Identity of Their Donors
Chapter 16: Combating Dark Money in California Politics
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STATE LAW SOLUTIONS
B. New York 
Id. 
Id.
See, e.g. States Target Politically Active Nonprofits
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New York Governor Proposes Tax-Free ‘Hot Spots,’ Tougher Disclosure 
Law
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STATE LAW SOLUTIONS
C. Protecting Voters from Fraud 
Cf Frictions as a Constraint on Tax Planning
See There Ought to Be a Law: The Disclosure Focus of Recent Legis-
lative Proposals for Nonprofit Reform
See Shining Light on Dark Money in Campaign Finance
Citizens United
See First Amendment and the Right 
to Lie: Regulating Knowingly False Campaign Speech After 
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See supra 
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E. Protecting Nonprofit Donors 
supra
Id.
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Proposition 8 and the Mor-
mon Church: A Case Study in Donor Disclosure
Donor Disclosure: Undermining the First Amendment
See Who Needs a Smoke-Filled Room?: Karl Rove, the Koch Brothers and 
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A. Do We Care About For-Profits? 
supra Political Advocacy and Taxable Entities: Are 
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STATE LAW SOLUTIONS
See Political Donors Chase Funding Alternative
T.W. Shannon Supporters Set Up For-Profit Corporations to Pay for Ads
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STATE LAW SOLUTIONS
B. Are States a Good Testing Ground for Federal Regulation? 
Is There a Silver Lining to 
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STATE LAW SOLUTIONS
New York Times
Transcript: A Debate on Campaign Finance Disclosure
The Families Funding the 2016 Presidential Election
See Strengthening 
Charity Law: Replacing Media Oversight with Advance Rulings for Nonprofit Fiduciaries
See Before 
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List Unmasks Secret Donors to California Initiative Campaigns
See Transaction 
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